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Abstract

In early 2010, a joint National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and Department of Energy (DOE) study team developed a concept for a 1 kWe Fission Power System with a 15-year design life that could be available for a 2020 launch to support future NASA science missions. The baseline concept included a solid block uranium-molybdenum reactor core with embedded heat pipes and distributed thermoelectric converters directly coupled to aluminum radiator fins. A short follow-on study was conducted at NASA Glenn Research Center (GRC) to evaluate an alternative power conversion approach. The GRC study considered the use of free-piston Stirling power conversion as a substitution to the thermoelectric converters. The resulting concept enables a power increase to 3 kWe with the same reactor design and scalability to 10 kW without changing the reactor technology. This paper presents the configuration layout, system performance, mass summary, and heat transfer analysis resulting from the study.

Nomenclature

ASRG Advanced Stirling Radioisotope Generator
ASC Advanced Stirling Convertor
DOE Department of Energy
FPS Fission Power System
GPHS General Purpose Heat Source
GRC Glenn Research Center
MMRTG Multi-Mission Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generator
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
RPS Radioisotope power systems

Study Overview

A joint National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and Department of Energy (DOE) team completed a study in early 2010 that evaluated the feasibility of a 1-kWe-class Fission Power System (FPS) for future NASA science missions. The 6-week study examined component technologies and concept options leading to a down-selection of a single concept for concentrated study, and a preliminary assessment of the system performance, configuration, mass, verification strategy, and development schedule. The resulting concept was a solid block uranium-molybdenum (UMo) reactor core with heat pipe cooling and distributed thermoelectric power converters directly coupled to aluminum radiator fins (Ref. 1). A short follow-on study was conducted at NASA Glenn Research Center (GRC) to
evaluate an alternative power conversion approach. The goal was to utilize the same UMo heat pipe reactor, but replace the thermoelectric power conversion with free-piston Stirling converters. The study products included a preliminary system layout, mass summary, performance assessment, and heat transfer analysis.

Reactor Concept

The Stirling-based system utilizes the same reactor design developed for the 1-kWe thermoelectric system. The reactor uses 93 percent enriched block UMo fuel surrounded by a beryllium reflector with a single, centered boron-carbide control rod. The compact, fast-spectrum core is 12.9 cm in diameter by 30 cm long and is cooled by eighteen 1.1-cm-diameter superalloy-clad, sodium heat pipes. The radial reflector is 7.7 cm thick. The upper axial reflector is 5 cm thick and the lower axial reflector, on the shield side, is 7 cm thick. The average fuel temperature is approximately 1200 K and the heat pipe condenser temperature is 1100 K. The reactor nominal power output is 13 kWt, with operating margins that could permit a two-fold thermal power increase without any design change. A lithium hydride and tungsten shadow shield reduces the reactor-induced radiation to less than $1.0 \times 10^{11}$ n/cm$^2$ and 25 krad gamma at a 10 m separation distance within a 4.5-m-diameter payload envelope. This allows the use of commercially available electronics for the spacecraft bus.

The reactor is designed to remain subcritical during launch processing and under postulated launch accidents. After the spacecraft is placed on an appropriate trajectory, startup is initiated through an Earth-commanded withdrawal of the control rod through a series of motor-driven steps to achieve full power. Once at full power, the reactor is self-regulating based on negative temperature reactivity feedback control where the reactor thermal power automatically decreases in response to a temperature increase, and increases in response to a reactor temperature decrease. The reactor is designed for a full-power life of 15 years with less than 1 percent fuel burnup. A gradual drop in reactor temperature (~3 K/year) will occur over the 15-year life due to the fuel burnup, resulting in a decrease in system output power of about 5 percent at end of life. This could be compensated by a periodic control rod adjustment, if deemed necessary. The reactor design is considered fairly mature using relatively conventional fuel and materials. While heat pipes have never been used as the primary cooling method in a nuclear reactor, the compact size and low power rating of this design should simplify the development process. A 2020 launch availability was projected for the original design concept, allowing 10 years for development and qualification. The substitution of free-piston Stirling power conversion should not appreciably affect this estimate.

Stirling Power Conversion Approach

The Stirling-based system concept is shown in Figure 1. The system is sized to produce 3 kWe with the 13-kWt reactor, a factor of three increase in power compared to the thermoelectric system. The reactor and conical shadow shield are located at the top of the figure. An aluminum truss attaches a cylindrical radiator to the backface of the shield and provides structure to support the Stirling converter assembly. There are two Stirling modules, each containing four 400 W free-piston converters. The converters are scaled versions of the 75 W Advanced Stirling Convertor (ASC) currently under development for the Advanced Stirling Radioisotope Generator (ASRG) (Ref. 2). The 1100 K sodium heat pipes from the reactor pass through the shield and deliver thermal power to the Stirling converters through two copper heat collector blocks. Stirling engine waste heat is conducted to aluminum rejector plates with embedded titanium-water heat pipes. In total there are 16 water heat pipes, operating at approximately 400 K, with rectangular aluminum fins that form a hollow cylinder with a radiating surface of 9.6 m$^2$.

A Stirling module is shown in Figure 2. The 3-kWe system uses two 1.6-kWe Stirling modules, but larger systems are possible by stacking additional modules in series. The Stirling heater heads are inserted into the heat collector block and the converters extend radially from the block. The two pairs of engines are axially opposed to balance mechanical vibration. The heat collector includes holes to accept the
sodium heat pipes from the reactor. The reactor heat pipe condenser length is long enough to deliver thermal power to two heat collector blocks in series, resulting in an average Stirling heater head temperature of 950 K. The rejector plate forms a rectangular collar around each Stirling cold-side rejector, resulting in a rejector temperature of about 480 K. The projected Stirling converter efficiency with these interface temperatures is about 27 percent. The rejector plates include holes for four water heat pipes that carry the waste heat to the radiator fins, and the heat pipe evaporator length is sized for two adjoined Stirling modules. The mass of a Stirling module (without heat pipes) is estimated at about 54 kg including the four Stirling converters at 5 kg each. Each 1.6-kWe Stirling module would require a 15-kg electrical controller that provides alternating current (ac) to direct current (dc) conversion and 28 Vdc bus voltage regulation. After thermal insulation losses at the hot end and electrical losses in the controller, the net efficiency is about 23 percent.

The overall system mass is presented in Table 1. The total system mass (without margin) is estimated at 750 kg, or about 4 W/kg. The mass of the reactor core, shield, and instrumentation and control assemblies is the same as estimated for the thermoelectric system, since those elements are unchanged. The reactor heat pipe assembly mass is less because the sodium heat pipe length is reduced from 4 to less than 2 m with the Stirling option. The power conversion assembly includes the two Stirling modules and their respective electrical controllers. The radiator assembly consists of the 16 water heat pipes, each with an aluminum condenser fin. The truss assembly mass is based on aluminum tubing between the shield and radiator and an aluminum frame to support the cylindrical radiator.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1.—3-KWE SYSTEM MASS ESTIMATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current best estimate, (kg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat pipe assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shield assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power conversion assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiator assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truss assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inst. and control assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total FPS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(4.0 W/kg)
System Comparisons

A small FPS using the solid fuel, heat pipe reactor provides a competitive option for NASA missions that require 1 kWe up to about 10 kWe. Since the reactor and shield mass does not decrease appreciably for power levels below 1 kWe, the system mass does not compare favorably with other options, such as radioisotope power systems (RPS). Above 10 kWe, the fission system would benefit from an alternative reactor design approach, such as fuel pins instead of block fuel and pumped liquid-metal coolant instead of heat pipes. Figure 3 shows the system mass and specific power of thermoelectric- and Stirling-based FPS for power levels between 0.5 and 10 kWe utilizing the UMo heat pipe reactor approach. The system mass comprises the reactor, shield, and balance-of-plant (including the power conversion, radiators, and truss structure). In the cases presented, the shield mass varies based on the reactor thermal power, assuming the 10 m separation and dose limits mentioned previously. The mass associated with the balance-of-plant scales predominantly with electrical power output.

For the thermoelectric systems, the same reactor design could be used for systems up to about 1.5 kWe. Above 1.5 kWe, the reactor physical dimensions would be modified, but the basic technical approach could be retained. A 1-kWe thermoelectric-based FPS has a mass of 604 kg (without margin) and a specific power of 1.7 W/kg. The 1.5-kWe system, utilizing the same reactor, would have a specific power of 2.1 W/kg. The 3-kWe version would require dimensional changes to the reactor to produce the required 39 kWt and achieve a system-specific power of 2.6 W/kg. Above 3 kWe, an alternative reactor approach may be more practical for the thermoelectric-based systems.

The Stirling systems could use the same reactor up to about 5 kWe, after which the reactor design would require dimensional changes for higher thermal power output. The 3-kWe Stirling system at 750 kg and 4 W/kg is the primary subject of this paper. The 5-kWe system, utilizing the same reactor, has a specific power of 5 W/kg. With slight modifications to the reactor to produce 43 kWt, a 10-kWe system with a specific power of 5.9 W/kg is possible. Other reactor approaches should be considered for Stirling-based systems above 10 kWe, such as the concepts developed for the NASA/DOE Fission Surface Power project (Ref. 3).

Figure 3.—Small fission power system mass comparison.
As shown by the grey arrows on the right axis, the Multi-Mission Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generator (MMRTG) has a specific power of 2.4 W/kg and the Advanced Stirling Radioisotope Generator (ASRG) has a specific power of 5.6 W/kg. While the RPS options offer attractive specific power as compared to their fission counterparts, they are not able to achieve the higher power levels. The current designs are aimed at 110 and 140 W, respectively, for the MMRTG and ASRG, and previous RPS designs, such as the General Purpose Heat Source (GPHS) RTG, have not exceeded 300 W. A major constraint is the availability and cost of the plutonium-238 (Pu-238) fuel. The United States does not have a current capability to produce Pu-238 so the material must be purchased from foreign sources. Conversely, the uranium-235 fuel planned for the small FPS is readily available from DOE.

The geometric layout of the 1-kWe thermoelectric FPS and the 3-kWe Stirling FPS is presented in Figure 4. Both systems use the same reactor and shield. The reactor heat pipes for the 1-kWe thermoelectric system extend through the shield to the far end of the radiator, with thermoelectric modules distributed along the radiator length that conduct their waste heat directly to the radiator fin. The total length of the thermoelectric system is approximately 4 m including the 5.2-m² radiator. The thermoelectric radiator would consist of 18 rectangular panels that are flared to form a cone. A conical radiator configuration, with a 1.87 m major diameter, was selected to fully utilize the volume within the shield cone angle. The 3-kWe Stirling system includes a larger gap between the shield and radiator to accommodate the two Stirling modules. The reactor heat pipes extend to the end of the Stirling modules, and secondary heat pipes carry the Stirling waste heat to the 9.6-m² cylindrical radiator. The total length of the Stirling system is approximately 5 m and the maximum diameter is 1.2 m. The cylindrical radiator was chosen to simplify the support structure to which the radiator fins are attached.

Figure 4.—Small fission power system layout comparison.
Heat Transfer Analysis

A thermal analysis was needed to ascertain the expected temperatures at the Stirling module interfaces, which led to analytical projections of Stirling conversion efficiency and overall system performance. The thermal analysis was completed under a NASA summer internship by Chad Carmichael from Saint Louis University. The overall Stirling configuration, as shown in Figure 1, was developed in SolidWorks. This led to designs for the individual heat transfer components including the heat collector block, rejector plate, and radiator fin. These components were then subjected to a heat transfer analysis using ANSYS. The construction materials, physical dimensions, and thermal interfaces were adjusted until a satisfactory solution was obtained.

Heat Collector Block

The Stirling heat collector block is made of nickel-plated copper. The block has outside dimensions of 15.5 by 15.5 by 10 cm thick and a mass of about 14.3 kg. It includes 18 through-thickness holes to accommodate the sodium heat pipes from the reactor and four radial holes for the Stirling engine heater heads. Figure 5 shows the temperature distribution on the heat collector block resulting from the reactor heat pipes. The heat pipe hole pattern is not ideal for the four Stirling engines because of the asymmetry, but the study groundrule was to use the same reactor configuration developed for the thermoelectric-based system. Each reactor heat pipe delivers 720 W at a condenser temperature of 1100 K. The copper block provides excellent heat spreading and fairly uniform block temperatures because of the high thermal conductivity. The resulting temperature gradient at the Stirling heater heads is shown in Figure 6. Temperatures vary from about 1060 to 810 K with an average Stirling heater head wall temperature of 950 K. This temperature is well within the technology base for thin-wall heater heads utilizing nickel-based superalloys such as Inconel 718 or Mar-M 246.

Figure 5.—Heat collector block temperatures.

Figure 6.—Stirling heater head temperatures.
**Stirling Rejector Plate**

The Stirling rejector plates are aluminum with a centered hole to accommodate the Stirling rejector and four transverse holes for the water heat pipes that remove the waste heat. The overall dimensions of the plates are 26 by 26 by 2.5 cm thick and the mass is about 3.8 kg each. The heat pipe holes extend through the entire length of the plate and are sized for the 1.9-cm-diameter water heat pipes. Figure 7 shows the results of the thermal analysis and the temperature gradient expected on the plate. The maximum plate temperature is 450 K at the Stirling rejector interface, resulting in an effective Stirling cold-end rejector temperature of 480 K. The thermal analysis conservatively assumes the heat pipes transfer all heat to the radiator fins with no radiation losses from the outside surface of the plate. The average temperature drop to the inside heat pipe was 22 K while the temperature drop to the outside heat pipe was 30 K. The effective heat pipe temperature corresponding to the colder outer position was about 410 K. This was the interface temperature assumed in the radiator fin analysis.

**Radiator Panel**

The full radiator must reject 9.6 kWt to an assumed thermal sink of 200 K. This translates to an average power of 600 W for each of the 16 heat pipes. Figure 8 shows a representative radiator panel assembly and the resulting thermal analysis. The panel consists of the titanium-water heat pipe embedded in a graphite saddle attached to an aluminum fin with a painted surface emissivity of 0.85. The water heat pipes are 3.6 m long with a 2.6-m condenser section and a 23-cm-wide by 0.365-cm-thick fin. The total radiator area of the 16 panels is 9.6 m². With the heat pipe at 410 K, the temperature drop through the saddle is about 10 K, resulting in a fin root temperature of 400 K and an average radiator temperature of 386 K. The aluminum radiator fin has a mass of 5.9 kg or about 10 kg/m², and the titanium heat pipe adds 0.7 kg per panel. The substitution of polymer matrix composites instead of aluminum could result in a 30 percent mass savings for the radiator fins.
Conclusion

A short study was conducted to examine the use of Stirling power conversion as an alternative to thermoelectric conversion in a small kilowatt-class fission power system. The fission reactor, developed during an earlier study, includes a solid-block UMo core and embedded sodium heat pipes at 1100 K. With Stirling power conversion, the system can produce 3 kWe with a specific power of 4 W/kg. This represents a three-fold increase in power output and more than twice the specific power of the thermoelectric-based system. The Stirling system includes two power conversion modules, each having four 400 W converters. The four converters share a common heat collector block that interfaces with the sodium heat pipes from the reactor. Converter waste heat is removed by an aluminum rejector plate with water heat pipes coupled to aluminum radiator fins. Thermal analysis of the heat transfer components led to Stirling interface temperatures of 950 K at the heater head and 480 K at the rejector, and an average radiator temperature of 386 K. The system is scalable to 5 kWe and 5 W/kg using the same reactor. With relatively minor dimensional changes to the reactor, the technology is applicable to systems up to 10 kWe and 5.9 W/kg.
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